Patronato de Turismo de Fuerteventura

An entire island to enjoy your holidays in absolute freedom. Clear
skies and open arms, from a people who are welcoming and
friendly by nature. Sun and light to experience the holidays you
hope for...
As a couple, with the best combination of beaches and weather in a unique
natural, virgin environment, of landscapes, colours and impossible contrasts.
Alone, for your short escapes, to feel free, disconnect and charge up your
batteries in an enviable climate, during any month of the year.
With friends, to meet people from all over the world that already enjoy a
piece of this Atlantic paradise. Much more than immense beaches, nature in
its pure state and a spring climate.
Enjoy a multitude of sports on the land and sea, entertainment and adventure
centres, crafts and culture. Experience exquisite accommodation with a
special touch and attention that is just for you. Visit the modern wellness-spa
centres to enjoy a relaxation bath and pamper yourself. Discover the latest
sports facilities and excellent shopping centres, and surprise yourself with
magical crafts. Live on an island where the preservation of nature is the
flagship for an avant garde tourist sector, a World Biosphere Reserve, with
nearly half of its territory protected.

Corralejo

Surfer

Come and discover one of the renowned 25 LGTB Friendly destinations in
the world where the important person is you. Welcome to the island of
freedom, the trendy LGTB destination in Europe

Accommodation thought about for you
The most modern and comprehensive range of hotels in the
Canary Islands is to be found in Fuerteventura. Hotels, apartments, charming villas and rural houses and hotels with a heritage of centuries past.
Chose amongst boutique hotels or the best hotel chains in the world. A
human team, pleasant and attentive, aims to satisfy your needs every day,
as forty years of experience guarantee the know-how of our professionals.
Because in our island of freedom, all our visitors are unique and unrepeatable.
All the hotels in Fuerteventura are LGTB friendly, because they are a quintessentially open and welcoming people.
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Interior landscapes
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Friendly

LGTB

Feel the freedom...

Shopping and Crafts
Large, modern shopping centres are dotted all around the island.
The most well-known international brands and the most exclusive
stores with all the charm and taste of the island. Enjoy your shopping in different, unique surroundings, open to the sun and sea.
The latest installations are mixed with open shopping areas
where you can discover varied local and international offers.
Experience the unique and exquisite local crafts, where basket
weaving, gemstones, woodwork, palms or embroidery become
the jewels of the place. The most famous aloe vera of the Atlantic,

Pavement cafés

Volcanoes

a Goat's
Cheese with numerous international
awards that is exported to the five continents, and a
great many small marvels that the mixture of European, African
and American cultures has weaved together over the centuries.

Lavish gastronomy
The holiday experience in Fuerteventura necessarily includes its
gastronomy, which is best expressed by some of the best restaurants in the Canary Islands that are found on the island.
An excellent gastronomic offer made from traditional and fusion
cooking, from a mixture of cultures and avant gardes,
which are available not only in tourist areas but also
rural areas, to create and experience new
sensations every day through taste.

LGTB Friendly
Immense beaches and remote spots
The extensive and never ending beaches of Fuerteventura have
special spots waiting for you. Spaces of freedom where you can
spend the day alone, with your partner or your friends. Open
areas where you can relax, enjoy the sea and sun whatever the
time of year, and meet people from all over the world. These
LGTB beaches are distributed throughout the island and are a
world reference for environmental quality and respect for freedom. Each tourist area has an outstanding LGTB beach, in the
north, centre and south. You choose, to enjoy the solitude of
privacy and relaxation, or choose the comfort of beaches that
have all types of services. Far from the traditional concept of a
LGTB beach, Fuerteventura offers unique areas for you.

Also at night time

Chill out

Although Fuerteventura receives you in an encounter with relaxation and calm, you might want to go out and experience the
island's nightlife. There are exclusive LGTB night entertainment
areas and LGTB friendly areas. Situated in the main

tourist areas and in the island's capital, allow yourself be seduced by the freshness of
an environment that is especially designed and thought of for
you and your partner, or enjoy it with a group of friends. In
honour of the privileged Canary Island weather, discover and
enjoy the pavement cafés and open spaces. Experience it your
way.

LGTB Culture
The Canary Islands is an archipelago that is traditionally known for
its openness to people from all over the world. A mixture of cultures
and influences, it is one of the most open areas in the world and
with greatest values for freedom. Oriented at tourists and residents,
it knows of the vast spectrum of LGTB activities and events and
programmes your holidays so that you can experience them. The
Rainbow Fuerteventura, with four days in autumn devoted to entertainment, culture and LGTB fun with attendees from the five continents, Gay Pride activities, in spring or the examples of LGTB
cinema are only some of the most outstanding events for a group
that is received with open arms in Fuerteventura.

Fusion cookery
Golf Resort

Wellness Treatments

Sunset at Cofete
Banquet

Betancuria Convent
Relaxation

